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Board of Trustees discuss project, budget approvals
KENDRA MARTIN
Alestle Managing Editor
The SIU Board of Trustees
met Sept. 8, to discuss the matters of the SIU System such as
approval of renovations regarding the 400 single student side
of Cougar Village where the undergraduate students reside and
the School of Dental Medicine
parking lots.
During the Academic Matters Committee Board, psychology professor Jeremy Jewell
spoke with two of his students,
junior psychology major Hannah
Dahms and senior psychology
major Marjorie Wilson, about
teaching compassion meditation to detained youth that they
used in efforts to help mental
health that they tested at Madison County Juvenile Correctional
Facility.
The program was created by
Jewell in January 2014 and provides tools in providing help in
mental health among youth.
"It's essentially the only
program that has been created
for youth in short-term juvenile
detention centers so they have
not been convicted yet so they
are only being held," Jewell said.
"We go in the detention center in
Madison County, which my students are there five days a week
and our program starts every
Monday and finishes on Friday.
So we have really good graduation rates, about 80-90 percent."

SIU System President Randy Dunn explains t he syst em will st ruggle t o get
through fiscal year 2017 if it doesn't see more state appropriations, during
the Board of Trustees meeting Thursday, Sept. 8, in the Morris University
Conference Center.
I Brian Muiioz / Alestle

Jewell said the meditation
has nothing to do with religion,
but is a way to help relax the
mind. They give the kids a mantra to recite while thinking of either a loved one, stranger or even
an enemy and use it as a way to
ease the tension of the charges
they may be facing.
"It's a non-religious meditation," Jewell said. "It's all about
calming the mind and being
mindful. Compassion meditation
stresses the hope and wellbeing
for others and yourself, and we
have a mantra we use and it is,
'may you have happiness, may
you be from suffering and may

you experience joy and case."'
During the meeting, the
SIU Board of Trustees discussed
planning points regarding the
universities, including an updated draft of the system plan for
Strategic Initiatives that will be
up for review soon. They also
discussed programs and policies
within the universities consisting
of an update on state operating
appropriation as well as the SIU
new administration boot camp
that was held Aug. 11.
SIU President Randy Dunn
explained in his report that SIU
will also be holding a Technology
and Innovation expo Thursday,

Oct. 13, in Chicago as well as
a "State of the System" address
Monday, Oct. 17, through Tuesday, Oct. 18.
"We arc going to be bringing all of our researchers and inventors who have an invention
or a piece of technology," Dunn
said. "We've done this on a biannual basis in Carbondale, but it
is tough to get the venture capitalists, the investors, and the
community as a whole to talk to
our folks to come to Edwardsville and Carbondale, so for the
first time, we arc going to go to
that event. We're tying in alumni
activity, and we arc taking great
people who arc doing something
patentable, the translational work
and being where investors arc."
Staff, students and faculty
were able to ask questions and
a member of the audience commented on the change of enrollment on the SIUC campus. They
said that they would like to see
the board work with the campus
to make sure that students have
all the tools they need to ·address
this problem.
Trustee Roger Herrin said,
in order for things to get better
in the wake of the financial crisis
affecting both Carbondale and
Edwardsville campuses, everyone
including faculty, staff and students have to be willing to work
together.
"I do not want it to fall on
deaf cars that this an acute problem that just happened because of

the financial crisis, it did not, Our
present administrators have dealt
with issues that should have been
fixed a few years back," Herrin
said. "They need to know and
they have my full and undivided support that while I am here,
and even after my tenure that
they need the help and support.
We have great administration at
this university, but it needs some
mending of fences, and those
fences will not be fixed overnight.
We all need to work together from this board, to the administration to the staff, students and
to the alumni. These statements
aren't unknown; everyone knows
this has been a gradual erosion,
and it needs to stop."
SIDE Chancellor Randy
Pembrook tackled four key topics
in his presentation - enrollment,
special achievements, finances
and general news from the universities. As far as enrollment,
Pembrook stated that SIDE had
a high of 14,142 students to enroll this year, which is the third
highest enrollment rate at SIDE
of all time, behind 2015 and
2011. SIDE also had a higher
average ACT score for incoming
freshmen as well as the transfer
student population.
"We have an on sighted mission in selected high schools, so I
think we're going to have to push
to capture more of the undeclared students," Pembrook said.
BOT I pg. 3

Backpacks
cover quad,
uncover
truth behind
student
suicides
KIAH EARL
Alestle Reporter
One thousand one hundred
backpacks were placed in the
Stratton Quadrangle Monday,
Sept. 12, to represent the lives
of college students nationwide
that are lost to suicide annually.
According to H ealth Services,
this annual' event is funded by
the iCare grant and the Active
Minds organization. The display
was a powerful representation of
a subject that is so often brushed
underneath the rug on college
campuses everywhere.
Mental health and suicide
awarenes~ have been in the spotlight around campus recently
during National Suicide Prevention Week. Student Government has played an active role in
ensuring that mental health is a
constant convcrsacion on campus
and is working with Health Services to provide the services that
are needed for SIDE students to
remain healthy during their college experience.
Senior medical science major
and iCare grant funded student.

worker Brittany Rakers, of New
Baden, said it is important for
students to understand if they're
thinking about suicide, there arc
people available who care about
them and who can help them.
"I would tell anyone who
ever thought about suicide as an

option that there is always someone who can help you," Rakers
said. "Don't ever feel like you
need to resort to suicide, things
get better when you ask for help."
National
Active
Minds
member Dani Lukens is currently traveling to different college

connect with us
anytime online

~ @thealestle

~ @thealestle

Senior psychology major Hannah Slattery, of Westmo nt , pauses at a backpack Monday, Se pt. 12, in t he Stratton Quad rangle, to re ad the sto ry of a student
who died by suicide. The display of 1,100 backpacks, which wrapped up the events of Natio nal Suicide Prevention Week, represe nts the 1,100 students
who annually die by suicide.
I Brian Muii oz / Alestle

campuses throughout the nation
to spread awareness about suicide
and erase the stigma behind it.
"It's so clear how needed
the conversation is surrounding
mental health on college campuses is," Lukens said. "We're trying to reduce the stigma around

f

reaching out for mental health
services within a college campus
setting."
Contact KIAH EARL
Call 650-3527
Tweet @kearl_alestle
Email kearl@alestlelive.com
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MINORITY Hispanic Student Union ca lls for

REPORT: collaboration
KIAH EARL
A lestle Reporter

•

With Hispanic Heritage
Month approaching, students
have begun to enjoy a time
on campus that they believe
is too far and few in between.
Beginning on Sept. 15, snidents
can enjoy programming geared
towards the appreciation of the
Hispanic culnire around campus.
This month long event inspires
conversations
about
equal
representation among snidents
and organizations around campus
as well as sets the stage for the
overall attinide on diversity and
inclusion among the Hispanic
population here at SIUE.
Asking about whether or not
diversity and inclusion is fully
emcompasses of all minorities
on the campus of SIUE rs a
loaded question. Whether all
races and minorities feel equally
represented on campus can be an
issue that leaves snidents feeling
unsupported and unequal in
comparison to their counterparts.
It seems as though SIUE is doing
its part to meet the needs of each
minority group on campus in the
bGst ways they know how, but the
overall census on campus is that
the majority of programming is
lacking and that SIUE can step

up and do more. ·
Since The Alestle's report in
2009, the Hispanic population
in Illinois has relatively stayed at
the same level, moving from 15. 9
percent to 17 percent, according
to the current IIJinois census.
According to a study done in 2012
by the Pew Research Center, the
Hispanic enrollment rate of high
school seniors entering a four year
university is 19 percent, and the
percentage of those students who
acnially receive a college diploma
is 9 percent. These statistics
become cause for concern when
you ask the question whether
or not Hispanics are equally
represented and supported on
campus. If Hispanics felt more
comfortable and accepted, would
these numbers reveal different
statistics?
Junior psychology majo r
Jessica Tibbs said that she believes
diversity on campus is not well
represented among tl1e different
minorities. Tibbs said that while
different events go on for the
different minorities, SIUE never
takes the full initiative and in the
end the representation is up to
the snident more than anything
else.
"Here at SIUE, we have
an okay representation as far as
diversity and inclusion among

among organizations

students of all types," Tibbs said.
"We definitely try, but there's a lot
more that we could be doing to be
sure that all snidents have a voice
and arc equally represented."
Class of 2016 graduate
Carmela Guzman said that the
Hispanic community is overall
underrepresented on campus in
her opinion. Guzman said that

''

This raises an issue if you
begin to compare whetl1er events
put on by organizations like
Campus Activities Board and
Snident Government, which arc
university funded, carry more
weight on campus than events
put on by more "snident nm"
organizations.
"I think that more events

I would like to see more done
as far as collaborating between
organizations on campus.
RENATA MENDEZ
Sophomore biomedical science major

''
most acnvmes geared towards
me Hispanic community are put
on by organizations such as Hispanic Student Union, which isn't
the university representing the
Hispanic community, rather, tl1e
university allowing Hispanics to
represent themselves on campus.

should be supported by the 'big
name' organizations on campus,"
Guzman said. ''It's cool to allow
HSU to put on events but are
those events heavily supported by
Student Government? Do we see
constant collaboration on campus
between Hispanic and white

organizations? Or only during
Hispanic Heritage Montl1?"
Guzman raises good points
when it comes to a consistent
line of com.n1w1ication between
all the different organizations on
campus. While it is SIUE's job to
equally represent all me minorities
on campus, it is the student's job
to be supportive and encouraging
to one another regardless of
university programming.
Through the Office of
Diversity and Inclusion, SIUE
aims to have a rich mixture of
contemporary humanity.
By
encouraging students to become
involved, it allows students to
change and contribute to the
campus around them. SIUE
is committed to exploring this
historical significance of diversity
in order to understand the current
and future ways students engage
together as a community.
Sophomore
biomedical
science major Renata Mendez
said that she appreciates the effort
that SIUE puts into reaching out
to Hispanics on campus.
"I think that tl1ere's always
work to be done," Mendez said.
Contact KIAH EARL
Ca ll 650-3527
Tweet @kearl_alestle
Email kearl@alestlelive.com

Illinois changes meningitis vaccination law
KIAH EARL
A lestle Reporter
As snidcnts begin the semester, new
laws arc requiring them to revisit paperwork they tl1ought was otherwise complete. In order to be compliant with the
new meningitis vaccination law within
the state oflllinois.
.
Effective at the start of the 20162017 academic year, state law requires
any freshman attending higher education be vaccinated for meningitis at least
once following their sixteenth birthday
before allowing admittance into a public
university such as SIUE. This law differs
from prior years by increasing the age at
which teenagers are administered either a
first round or, most commonly, a second
round of the meningitis vaccination.
Meningitis is most commonly transferred through bacteria that are found
in saliva and body fluids, which makes a
college campus a prime location for meningitis breakouts to occur. While serious
stage meningitis breakouts are not seen
often, tl1ey have the potential to cause
gangrene infections and other irreversible
effects when unnoticed and untreated.
SIUE Nurse administrator Nancy
Heimann said that the new law caused
some issues in the Health Services office
because some students, who were already
cleared through previous health records,
had to re-submit new immunization records due to me Jack of proof of having
been administered a meningitis shot or
because of tl1e lack of the shot itself.

to find," Heimann said. "The issue arises
more in the case of a non-traditional
student because at that point, paperwork
can be harder to locate."
Senior exercise science major
Rachael Walker said to her that it is very
important tl1at freshmen arc coming onto
campus wim the proper immunizations
and paperwork that they need prior to
registration and move-in not only for
tl1eir own safety but for the safety of the
people around them.
"My first year on campus I stayed
in the dorms, and I can understand the
importance of making sure that everyone
on campus is properly immunized,"
Walker said. "The close living quarters
within a dorm can be scary when you
think about the ability for diseases to
rapidly spread."
With the universiry enrollment seeing a record breaking high, this year it is
even more important that students and
staff are not taking these new laws lightly.
Recently the Health Services began carrying the meningitis vaccine to A'- ice ,
students who have not yet been vaccinated.
"We have been administering the
shots for about three weeks now, and
we've been extremely busy," Heimann
said.
Heimann said that the Office of
Health Services plans to continue to
carry the vaccination for however long is
necessary to serve the remaining students
on campus who have yet to receive
the shot. The vaccination carries an
additional fee and is not included within
snident Health Services tuition fees.

"The problem quickly became that
the majority of students who attended
Springboard had already submitted their
Junior computer science major
immunization records and were told that Mitch Zurliene said mat for some
they were compliant for their shots," students who cannot afford the extra cost
Heimann said. "We had to let them know of the vaccination the new Jaw might
that they were no longer compliant, some cause some issues around campus.
were, but the majority was not."
.
"Moving into college can be a
Most people are vaccinated for stressful experience as it is," Zurliene
meningitis in their early teens, according sa!d. '1\dding ex~; l?ap~rwork inhto the
to Heimann, so the issue was not getting mix can cause,~omLts1on 111 areas t at are
the vaccination itself but rather getting~ _a_lr_e_ad_y:..._d_e_n_se_.________
the paperwork to prove having gotten Contact KIAH EA'RL
the shot.
Call 650-3527
"For 18 year olds, this isn't a big
Tweet @kearl_alestle
problem because the paperwork is easier
Email kearl@alestlelive.com

Needing a shot in the arm
A new study shows that many U.S. adults are skipping vaccinations
that could help prevent illness.

Getting their shots
Adults 65 years and older
Flu (2006-07 season)
691>/4
Pneumon ia
81%
Tetanus (past 1o years)
44¾
Adults 60 years and older
Shingles (May 2006*- 2%

Adults 18-64 years
Tetanus, diphtheria, 2"/o
wh ooping cough (Tdap)
(June 2005*-summer 2007)

Women 18-26 years
HPV

111°/o

(June 2006*-summer 2007)

summer 2007)
•vaccine became available

What's recommended
Vaccine [ Age )
Diphtheria, tetanus,
pertussis
HPV
Measles, mumps,
rubella (MMR)

65 and older

19-49

1 tetanus booster every 1o years
or 1 dose of Tdap
3 doses for women
1 or 2 doses

1 dose

Chicken pox
Influenza
Pneumonia

2 doses
1 dose each year
1 to 2 doses

Hepatitis A

2 doses

Hepatitis B

3 doses

Meningitis

1 or more doses

Shingles
Source U S National Founda~on for Infectious Diseases
Graphic Pat Carr

1 dose

1 dose
©2008 MCT
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Survey hopes
to improve
diversity on
campus

s

CONNOR McHANON
Alestle Reporter
SIDE faculty and staff were
recently asked to participate
in a voluntary survey to gage
opinions among staff regarding
the university's attitude toward
diversity and how individuals
feel about the representation
of various demographics on
campus.
The anonymous survey had
roughly 60 question anonymous
survey asked staff to identify the
demographics that they align
themselves with, how diversity
can affect learning, how SIDE
handles diversity, how one
handles diversity at SIUE and
how SIDE could provide a more
diverse campus and workplace.
According to management
and marketing professor Robyn
Berkley, former chair of the
campus climate sub-committee,
this survey is part of the diversity
plan that was passed a few years
ago and is an attempt to monitor
the diversity climate on campus.
"The diversity plan that
was passed a number of years
ago requires us to monitor the
campus climate for diversity and
inclusion," Berkley said. "So part
of that was evaluating faculty."
The results of the survey will
be made available by the end of
the fall semester following their
presentation to the chancellor's
council, according to Berkley.
Berkley said students will
be asked to take the survey in
October in order to understand
student opinion on diversity at
SIDE.
"We are in the process of
[surveying] staff, and we will
do students in another month,"
Berkley said. "We want to keep
track of people's perceptions of
the campus climate to see if there
are areas of opportunities to
improve on."
According
to
Berkley,
the goal of these surveys are
to find ways to improve the
perception of groups who feel
underrepresented on campus
- whether it be because of
race, ethnicity, sex, orientation,
religion or any other number of
reasons.
"The end goal is to find
areas of improvement," Berkley
said. "There are certain groups
on campus who feel that they
are being discriminated against
or they feel that they are not
welcome, or their perceptions
of opportunities on campus are
limited."
Berkley said though it is not
a yearly survey yet, at some point,
she would like to have faculty and
students participate in a diversity
climate survey every two years.
Sophomore political science
major and black studies minor
Cassidy Oliver of Chicago, said
she thinks that the university
has a lot to improve on when it
comes to diversity among staff,
faculty and students.
"Statistically the school is
diverse based on demographics,"
Oliver said. "But if you were to
walk around [SIUE]- you would
see that it is hyper-segregated."
Oliver said she believes
that this is because the different
backgrounds of the student
population are not backgrounds
that typically mix.
Contact CONNOR McHANON
Call 650-3527
Tweet @cmchanon_alestle
Email mchanon@alestlelive.com

SIUE Advises SIUE ranks 13th in Midwest public
Students to vote universities, 59th in state master's
programs
Therewillbevoterregistration
tables for students Monday, Sept.
12 through Thursday, Sept. 15
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on the first
floor of Morris University Center.
Voter registration allows qualified
voters to participate in the
upcoming presidential election.
Eligible voters can visit tl1e Morris
University Center welcome desk
for more information.
Voter registration for other
various elections will be Thursday,
Jan. 26 through Saturday, Jan. 28
on the first floor of the Morris
University Center as well.
SIDE will also be offering early
voting for those only registered as
Madison County residents with
proof of residency. Voting for the
presidential election, however, will
be announced at a later date for
early voters registered in Madison
County.

For the 13th consecutive year, U.S. News and World Report
ranked SIDE as one of the top 15 public universities. SIDE was also
rated as one of the top Midwest Regionals for the least amount of
college debt among students after graduation.
SIDE placed 13th for Midwest public universities and 63rd for
master's programs. According to U.S. News and World Report, SIDE
was chosen based upon the reputation of the school in education,
graduation and retention rates, faculty resources, student selectivity,
financial resources and alumni donations.
According to Chancellor Pembrook, SIDE continues to grow
in enrollment with its third largest enrollment for the fall of 2016
at 14,142 students. Also, the School of Business reached its highest
undergraduate enrollment rate since 2001, while the College of
Arts and Sciences grew 1.5 percent. SIDE's professional schools of
Pharmacy and Dental Medicine also each capped enrollment capacity
and have met or exceeded their enrollment goals.
SIDE was also ranked among the top 60 master's universities in
Illinois, placing 59th overall. Washington Monthly also recognized
SIDE for their expenditures in research, having invested an average of
nearly $35 million in research and public service projects during the
past three fiscal years.

Road construction
causes land reduction
on SIU Northern
Access Road
The Illinois Department of
Transportation announced to the
public that the southbound lanes
on SIU Northern Access Road
over Cahokia Creek will be reduced to only one lane bet\veen
Illinois 143 a'nd New Poag Road
starting Sept. 14.
The work on tl1e lane is to repair the surfaces of both bridges
and is estimated to be completed
sometime fall 2017.
Delays are expected to occur and the department advises
motorists to follow construction
signs accordingly and to drive
with extreme caution through the
workwnes.

Board of Trustees tackles campus issues
schedule of meetings of the Board
of Trustees for 2017, operating
"The more quickly you can and capital resource allocation and
get them to a major that they are management planning guidelines
[considering], the more likely and executive SUillffiary or simply,
you are to retain them, so that is RAMP - planning, operations,
one of our goals for next year," and capital budget request for
Pembrook said.
fiscal year, 2018, the approval
Pembrook also addressed of purchase for national public
that SIDE recently started a radio for WSID-FM, WVSI-FM
partnership with T- REX, an and WUSI-FM programming
innovation center in St. Louis and digital services and the
where entrepreneurs get together Carbondale campus.
to share ideas. Students are going
In other business, the
to be involved and Pembrook said Board of Trustees approved the
it would be an important part of following:
the School of Business and an
• The project and budget
asset to any SIDE student who approval, which includes the
wants to get involved in business. Cougar Village floor replacement
The meeting then went into on 400 side of the single student
the final line of business, which housing at SIDE.
was the approval of the receipt
• The project and budget
of information and notice items. approval which includes the
Those included the report of resurface and rebuild School of
purchase orders and contracts Dental Medicine parking lots at
for June and July 2016 for both SIDE.
SIDE and SIDC as well as the
• The award of contracts,
ratification of personnel matters which includes the Engineering
that included the changes in Building Student Project Design
faculty administrative payroll for Center at SIDE.
both SIDC and SIDE.
• The planning approval
Also, the approval of the items of the Morris University Center
recommended by the approval and Student SucceSo Center
of the . president included the Renovation at SIDE.
BOT I from
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The motions for the line
items were approved and the
next Board of Trustees meeting
will be held Thursday, Dec. 8,
at Southern Illinois University
Carbondale.

Contact KENDRA MARTIN
Call 650-3527
Tweet @kmartin_alestle
Email kmartin@alestlelive.com

Board of Trustees member J. Phil Gilbert speaks to the crowd during the
Board of Trustees meeting Thursday, Sept. 8, in the MUC conference center.
I Brian Munoz/ Alestle
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San Jose State, UC Berkley grapple with
fallout from sexual harrassment cases

f

!

KATE MURPHY
The Mercury News

09.09.16
An officer issued a state
citation was issued to Blake L .
Deskcy for speeding 64 mph
in a 45 mph on S. University
at Stadium.

An officer issued a written
warning for speeding 59 mph
a 45 mile hour zone on S. University Stadium.
An officer took a report
from a student regarding a
possible email employment
scam. The smdent did not
complete the process and did
not sustain a loss.

An officer responded ro
523 Cougar Village for a fire
alarm. University Housing
was notified. There was a malfunction with the alarm. and
housing will contact an elec-

tri<:fan.

An officer issued a written
wan)fug ,%,t driving witnO\lt
lights, on .;N, Circle .:Ot'ive at
N<>®W<:$t &i.t R.d.

There was an active fire
alarm at 530 Coo.gar Village.
University Housing was noti~
fied. 'rhe alarm was activated
by cooking and was restored.

An officer issued a written

There was an active fire
alarm at 529 Cougar Village.
University Housing was notified. The alarm w as activated by
an electronic cigarette and was
restored.
An officer responded to
the Prairie Hall Lot regarding a
report of a male subject hitting
a female subject. Both subjectS
were gone upon officer's arrival. The officer later identified
and spoke with both parties involved who stated they started
playing and it got out of hand.
Neither wished to file charges
regarding the incident.

An officer took a walk~in
report regarding a student Stat•
ing that her vehicle, Illinois reg=
istered vehicle Z81673l, was
not where she parked it at in
the Evergreen Lot. It was later
determined that the actual registered owner had appat~ndy
taken the vehicle without noo~
fying the student.

+' M officer, t~,R()Q<icd
W~;m.d Hall fot.a r¢

a suspicious

odor

in a

tQOOt.

Ail underage male was found to
be in possession of alcohol No
crimiria:l. charges were filed, but
the incident will be referred for
disciplinary actions.

warning for driving without
lights on Cougar Lake Drive
at N. University Drive.

09.11.16

Ah officer issued a Written
warning for an expired regis•
trat.ion on Cougar Lake Drive
at N. University Drive.

missing items from the laundfy

An officer issued a written
warning fur speeding 35 mph
in a 25 mph zone on N. University Drive at Lot A.

Wood River Police Depart-ment advised they had Ciera P.
Allen (23 years old, 6141 Eliv
abeth, Oucago) in custody on
an SIDE PD failure to appear,
driVlp,g with a Suspended WarraQ,t, :fhe ofticei: resppndeq tQ
Wood River PD, took custody
of Allen and transported her to
the SIUE PD where she was fin.
gerprinted, photographed and
processed. Allen was released on
her recognizance at 4:32 p.m.

09.10.16
Officers rt'.Sponded to the

4-way for a two vehicle accident. There were no accidents
or any road blockage. Illinois
registered vehicle 4085995.
Illinois
registered vehicle
NI99273. A state citation was
i sued to Aleksander A. Simov
for failure to yield. Brown
Towing was notified for Unit

2.

.

An officer responded to the

Commons to take a report of

room. It was then determined
that the subject's Jaundry had
been ruro,ed in t0 the Commons
Building front desk,

An officer issued a written
warmpg for improper dis.play
of registration ?n Cougar Lake
Drive at N. Uqiversity.

;

An officer issued a writt<:n
warning for one headlight on
Cougar Lake Drive at N . University Drvie.

Au officer issued a written
warning for speeding 35 mph
in a 25 mph zone on Cougar
Lake Drive at Lot 5A.

Fallout from a pair of sexual
misconduct scandals reverberated
at two Bay Area campuses
Wednesday: San Jose State
officials scrambled to explain
the handling of complaints
against a professor found to have
propositioned a student for a
date during class, while dozens of
University of Califo rnia, Berkeley
students protested the return to
campus of the former law school
dean who was disciplined after a
2015 investigation concluded he
sexually harassed his executive
assistant.
The
rising
tensions
illustrated
how
universmes
across the country are grappling
with the pressure to come down
harder on esteemed faculty
members who say they are being
unfairly targeted as part of a
relentless thirst for justice.
''In the face of public
hysteria, I am the predator who
never was," Sujit Choudhry,
who remains on the Berkeley
law school's faculty, wrote in
a lengthy Op-Ed published
Tuesday in the student-run Daily
Californian.
Choudhry took a oneyear, 10 percent pay cut and
was ordered to write a letter of
apology after an investigation
found he subjected his executive
assistant, Tyann Sorrell, to
unwanted hugs, kisses and
caresses.
He stepped down from his
post in March after a lawsuit
by Sorrell brought the case to
light and stayed away from the
law school for the rest of the
academic year, "consistent with
President (Janet) Napolitano's

instruction,"
according
to
N apolitano's press secretary,
Steve Montiel.
Interim law school dean
Melissa Murray who Montiel
said will "identify and supervise
his nonteaching duties" said she
did not know the former-dean was
returning to work until he arrived
last week. H e will not be teaching
this academic year, Montiel said.
Choudh ry did not return
quietly. The law professor
defended himself in the D aily
Californian, asserted his right
to work and begged those on
campus to suspend judgment.
He also noted that he was the
subject of a second university
investigation of his conduct,
which he called an unprecedented
"do-over" probe.
Students outraged by his
piece and his presence on campus
staged a demonstration Wednesday in Sproul Plaza and inside the
law school, where their demands
for his removal echoed loudly in
the halls. The protest was not led
by law students, but some who
observed the rally at Boalt Hall
also had concerns about the former dean's return.
''I don't think he should be
here," said Djenab Conde, a firstyear law student. "I think as a tenured professor, you're held to an
even higher standard of conduct."
Choudhry referred questions
to his lawyer, Bill Taylor, who said
it was only natural that his client
would return to work. "No one
has suggested that he's dangerous, so Pm kind of mystified at
the notion that he shouldn't go to
work," Taylor said.
A series of sexual harassment scandals at UC Berkeley in
the past academic year in which
prominent academics and administrators received light consequences for sexual harassment
brought national attention to a

long-standing problem. The scandals caused an uproar on campus
and may have led to the resignations of the provost and the chancellor.
At San Jose State, revelations
of the university's handling of a
sexual harassment case against a
professor was first reported Tuesday by this news organization and
prompted the new president to
review how the campus handles
such complaints .
President Mary Papazian sent
a message to campus, calling the
report "troubling" and promising
to take "appropriate systematic
actions based on what we learn."
San Jose State professor
Lewis Aptekar remained chairman of the university's counselor education department for five
months after he was found to
have sexually harassed a student,
this newspaper revealed.
Late last year, a campus
investigation concluded that
Aptekar sexually harassed a graduate student in class, using class
discussions on relationships to
"probe for more information than
(could) possibly be related to an
academic program". Using that
information to "push for more
personal relationships."
A 2014 complaint against
Aptekar, filed on behalf of two
other students by an associate
dean, David Bruck, did not appear to be taken into account rn
the subsequent case. D~ents
show it was not even acknowledged by some top campus officials . Interviewed by campus
investigators about Aptekar last
year, the College of Education's
dean, Elaine Chin, asserted that
no one had previously complained, formally or informally,
about the professor.
READ MORE WIRE STORIES
AT ALESTLELIVE.COM

6.49
Caesar/Buffalo Chloke n Wrap _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $7.49
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~
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_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.$ 7.49
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Black Bean Burger~ _
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Bowl of Soup (w/ Entree} _ _ __ ,$1. 75
Bowl of Soup (no Entree)

The earth is one country and mankind its citizens.

$1.99

IPrepared by your • • rver)
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Baha'is of Edwardsville.

Dre ooingo; Fot -Frco Hano h . n.onoh. Fren o h .
Italian. Honey Ol1on . Thousand ls land .
Poppy S~ td , Raii pbm ry Vinaigcul:ta

bun• Add $0. 9 for oruon ctraw::. or $0.49 tor prot:rol bun}

Center for Spiritualty &Sustainab· ity
Hotadltf·IINt
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Fresh Brewed Joed Tea. Fresh
Brewed Sweet Tea. Pepal, Diet

Vanilla Joe Cream (l Sooop)_ _ _$0.75
(2 Sooops) _ _ $1. 50

Pepsi. Cherry Pepsi. Mist Twist.

Pie a la mode _ _ _ _ _ _~$L99

Orange Crush. Mountain Dew.
Mug Root Beer, Lemonade. &

Kakll's Coffee, _ __ _$L99
•Make It a Ooat (add $0.50]

Cake of the Day

$1.99

Warm Chocolate Bundt cake _ _ $1.99

Endless Soup & Salad_ _ _ _.$4.95
IHelp youn•lf to a s much soup and ealad bar a• you
c arv tu • at. J

Side Bar & Salad'-,-~~--~•$ 8.99

llnoludH bevilraa,t and Wllilnited tte.rn• from h sklo
bu.11111. lnoludtnQ varioui, hom•.-tyle •ktcM.) Hide bar
lnoludes a meat !tam OYaOabJe on the hillowlnq doya:
.. Wtmduy - W!nV11
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• WflCbM•ciQy . Ch!u~n Te mkrw
• ThuMdcry • Steak
• Fi1day - Signature Kand-bNaded Fried Cod
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Mandatory AlcoholEdu, Haven training is helpful
Registering for classes is
tough. Trying to schedule your
advising appointments, waking
up at 8 a.m. to make sure you get
the classes and times vou want is
extremely stressful, so setting another roadblock in front of students from completing the process can be gu.ite frustrating.
ALESTLE
STAFF EDITORIAL

Illinois has made it non-negotiable for smdents to complete
the Haven training on se}..'Ual assault awareness. Alcoho!Edu is
recommended online before Oct.
1, or they will be ineligible to register for classes in the spring. 130th
programs arc an interactive education initiative created to reduce
negative conseguences of risky behaviors that college smdents face.
It seemed kind of silly, at
first, that we could not register
for classes until we complete th.is
assignment, but once students begin doing the Haven training, it
will become more clear to understand what Illinois is trying to do.
According to the National
Sexual Violence Resource Center, 20 percent of women and

The Alestle is published on Thursdays in
print and on Tuesdays online during the
fall and spring semesters. A print edition
is available every other Wednesdays
during summer semesters.
For more information,
call 618-650-3528.
For advertising, email
advertising@alesilelive.com.

and trying to manage life as a college student.
Some of us arc eguipped to
case into this environment, however, that is not the case for every su1dent. We arc all products
of our environment, and each of
us come from very different and
unigue backgrow1ds. Not everyone has been exposed to the
same experience, or will have the
same reactions to situations, and
we have to understand that as we
start mingling with others.
AlcoholEdu and Haven experience program offer real life
simulations and provides helpful facts. It takes the approach
of helping students navigate
through situations versus strictly
telling students not to engage in
activities involving alcohol.
·
While abstinence from alcohol is a great route, gu.ite frankly it's one many college smdents
don't take. With th.is in mind, the
program provides information
about alcohol and the toll it takes
on our body, so we arc able to
be smart about our choices and
avoid risky situations fo r ourselves and our peers.
By mandating student partici pation in these programs,
the university is ensuring every

individual is eguipped with the
proper understanding of consent
and when it is not OK to engage
someone. We have to give the
state of Illinois a round of applause for wanting students to be
aware.
While it could be seen as
childish that the w1ivcrsitv has
the power to deny students 'registering for classes, it ensures that a
greater population of SIUE is educated and aware. It is well worth
the rime that each smdent puts
into it because together we are
one community, and this is how
we can be sure that our community remains safe and informed.
If you or someone you know
is dealing with a situation involving se}..'Ual assault, harassment,
stalking or domestic violence, resources are available at Counseling and Health Services, located
on the lower level of the Student
Success Center in Room 0220,
can be reached at 650-2842
weekdays between 8 a.m. and
4:30 p.m. For care after hours,
visit Anderson Hospital Emergency Room, in Maryville about 15 minutes from campus.
READ MORE STAFF EDITORIALS
AT ALESTLELIVE.COM

'90s, '00s mu~ic: 'Baby, come back'
Let me take you back to a
time where Nelly rocked the stage
with sold out shows. This was
a time where said shows were
known and talked about, unlike
his concert on Aug. 27 of th.is
year. That time, a moment where
'90s and early '00s music was
fresh in our hearts, should make
a comeback.
MIRANDA LINTZENICH
Alestle Reporter

The name Alestle is an acronym derived
from the names of the three campus
locations of Southern Illinois University
Edwardsville:
Alton, East St. Louis and Edwardsville

6.25 percent of men arc sexually assaulted in college. While the
number of sexual assaults mentioned in SIUE's 2015 Annual
Security Report appears to be insignificant, it does not prove that
sexual assault does not happen on
our campus.
The number reflected in the
report strictly only represents
those cases brought forward. to
University Police. Students also
have the option to either confidentially report sexual assault
to Counseling Services or file a
complaint through the Office of
Egual Oppormnit)~ Access & Title IX Coordination - which do
not appear in the annual report.
With reporting methods
somewhat scattered, there's no
direct way to pinpoint exactly
how many assaults happen on
our campus, but it's safe to assume that we are not far from the
national average.
When first starting college,
it's easy to think most everyone is
at the same maturity level, however, th.is is actually a common
misconception. As we enter into
the collegiate chapter of our lives,
we are suddenly handed new responsibilities - from attending
class, to doing our own laundry,

What made that time so
special, you ask? The artists, the
pop culture and the songs should
speak for themselves.
Let's start with Nelly, a St.
Louis native known for hits like
"St. Louie" and "Ride wit Me."
According to a Men's Fitness article, "MF: Nelly," the man has
"started his own clothing line,
bought a minority stake in the
NBA's Charlotte Bobcats, sold
millions of records, and put on
nearly 30 pounds of muscle" since
his "Country Grammar" debut

back in 2000. Those stats alone
should impress y9u.
Next, we hjve the man. the
myth, tl1e legend: R. Kell); who
performed and produced "I Believe I Can Flv" back in 1996.
The song \n>i1 three Grammy
Awards and \\ as ranked No. 46
on Rolling Stones' list of the 500
Greatest Songs of All Time in
2004. He also released 33 chapters of "Trapped in a Closet'' and
went on to cre,nc a film dedicated
to the first 12 of those chapters.
If that doesn't show dedication,
what docs?
Another noteworthy artist is
Bcyoncc. A look at her discography will show that she has had 65
singles, six studio albums, four
live albums, three compilations,
five EPs and tl1c list goes on.
Here's the thing: most '90s
and '00s artists still make music
now, which should tell you something. But if the sheer remembrance of these artists were and
still are doesn't hit you, maybe a

look back in time will.
On Nov. 10, 2001 , Apple
products, like the iPod, start to
hit store shelves, according to the
Huffingron Post's "28 pop culture·
moments that will transport you
to the 2000s." The iPhone was
later released in June 2007, according to Apple.com.
Along with physical technological advancements, there were
adv,mccmenrs with the internet.
The decade of the '00s was the rise
of social media. With YouTube
founded in 2005, and Twitter in
2006, every day life changed.
It changed so much that
a man by the name of Michael
Margiotta published a study on
the "Influence of social media on
the Management of Music Star
Image." He believed that the late
'90s and early '00s should be
seen as "the turning point of the
industry."
T he article continues, "after
co nsecutive years of growth and
reco rd high U .S. sales in 1999,

CD sales throughout the United
States and the world began
to decline." T his decline went
on to affect management and
executives in the music industrv.
This time was important because
it started to mark the decline of
CD sales and the rise of onhne
media, which is so prenlcnt
todav.
i believe that a lot of things
that arc great in R&B music
today resulted from the oTeat
eYents;artists that tr.mspired the
'90s and '00s, but d1at might be
ju~t me. Music never ages.
I understand that some
things in d1e past should be left
in the past. For example, boot cur
jc~ms and tiny vests would not be
safe from today's harsh judgment,
but chokers and miniskirts are still
killing the game, my friends.
I realize videos and songs
are a bit promiscuous, but dut's
nothing compared to today's music. Plus, they never hurt anyone,
did they?
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Congratulations
Summer
Graduates!
College of Arts and Sciences
Graduate degrees
Marwah H . Abdulateef... ...... ........ ........MS
Jennifer B. Addington ...... .... ... ..... ...MSW
Mah ya Aghaee ....... ... .... ... .... .. ... ...... .....MS
Amber L. Anderson .. ... .. ... ... .. ........ .. .MPA
Tierny N. Austin .. .. ... ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ....... MSW
Sally Ayoob .. ...... .... .. ... ............ .... ..... ...MS
Mia V Bilotti ...................... .... ..... .....MSW
Michael Binetsch .......... ........... .. .... .. .MSW
Dorjan Brinja ... ... ...................·....... ......MA
Jean M . Campbell ... .......... ................... MS
Kimberly F. Cooper...... ...... ...... ... .. ... ..MPA
Kellie M. Croxton .. ...... ...... ....... ....... .MSW
Robert A. DeBoo.... ...... ... ... .. ... ,... .......MM
Lisa M . Dollar... ... ............... ..... ..... .... ... MS
Hannah L. Dons .. ...... ... .. ... ............. ..MSW
Samantha D . Doolin .... ..... .. .. ... ... ...MA,PB

Katherine A. Eilers ....... .. ...... .. ... .........MPA
Drew J. Essenpreis .... ... .... ....: ... .... .. ...MSW
Nathan R. Ferguson ... ....... .. ..... .. .... ..MSW
Sarah N . Giacomini .......... .. ... .. ... ... ......MS
Cody R. Goldsboro ... .... ..... ...... .. ........ MPA
Apryll C. Green ... ... ...... ......... .. ... ..... .MSW
Andrea D. Gress .......... ...... ......... ... ...MSW
Elizabeth H. Gusewelle .. ........ .. .... .. ...MSW
Amanda J. Henderson .... ........... .. .. ...MSW
Elyse M. Hills ........... .................. ......MSW
Jarnilyn A. Hinkle ............. .... .... .......MSW
Kendra M. Jansen ... .. ... ... ......... ....... ..MSW
Andrea N . Jenkins .... ...... ........... .. ........MS
Kevin M. Jones ... ... .. ..... ..... ........ .. .... .. ..MS
Kelly L. Keeven ........ ... .... .... ..... ... .......MPA
Paula J. LaFond ... ..... .. .. ..... .. ... ....... .. .MSW

Michael C. Lanier..... ... ......... .. ... .. ........ .MS
Amanda E. Leinberger... ........ ... .. ..... .MSW
Yee-Lae C. Lim ... ... ....... .... .... ........ .... ..MM
Anna Limbrick .. ....... ................... ..... .MPA
Kristen M. Lynch ... .. ... .. ... ... .... ... ......MSW
Neal P. Marshbank ... .... ..... ......... ...... .MPA
Grace 0. Matthews .. ........... ... .... ........ .MA
Carissa M. McCallister.. .. .................MSW
April L. McDougal ........ .......... ... ......MSW
James E. McLendon .. ....... ..................MPA
Allison M. Menchak............... ..........MSW
Michael S. Meyers .... ... ........... .. ... ....... .MS
Firouzeh Najafi Khosroshahi .. ... ... .... ... .MS
DebraL. Nelson ....... ... ....... ...... ....... .. ..MA
Steven A. Norman ....... ..... ... ... ... ...... ....MS
Destiny L. Poertner...... ....... .... ...... .. ..MSW

Heidi M. Quiggle ....... ... ....... ........ ....MSW
Cezareo Rodriguez ... .... ... ... .. .. ... .... .. .. .. .MS
Courtney A. Sandheinrich .... ..... ........MSW
Lisa Saunders .. ... .... .. .. .. ....... ... ...... .. ..MSW
Ann M . Sheppard ...... ..... .. ........ .. ... .. ...MA
Krystal R . Smith ...... ........ .. ...... ... ...... .MPA
Tiffany L. Stellhorn ..... .... .. ........ ... ... ... .MS
Jessica L. Stonich ......... ....... ..... ... .....MSW
Kelsey D. Stott...... .. ..... .... .... ......... .. .MSW
Shanyce N. Stovall .. ...... ............ .... ....MPA
Kenyetta M. Thomas ....................... .MSW
FNU Ummul Vara Qurratul ... .... .........MS
Latizia M . Williams .. ....... ........ ..... ....MSW
Whitney L. Williams .. ......... .. ........ ...MSW
Kelly C. Wrigley. ...... ........... ...... .......MSW
Timothy P. Young ... .. ........ ... ....... ........ ..MS

Undergraduate degrees
Elaina C. Abbott ... .... ....... ... .... .... .. .....BS
Matthew Alexander..... .... .... .... .. ....... .. BS
Azmi A. AJ-Ghussain ...... ..... ........ ...... BA
Kathryn A. Allen ...... ...... .................. .BS
George N . Araujo.................... ..... ... ..BA
Brian C. Armstead ........... .. ...... .. ..... ..BA
Darb ye A. Balding ...... ... ..... ... ... ......... BS
Katherine E. Baumgartner.......... ....... BA
Kyle W Beamer........................ .......... BS
Justice N. Bell ............... ... .............. .... BS
Krista M. Bennett ................ ............ .BA
Taylor C. Berutti ........ ..... ............ ... BS
Angela L. Bilzing .... ....... .................... BS
Taylor P. Blickhan ... ........................... BS
Jennifer L. Blum ............................ BA
Colton J. Bonnell.. ....................... ....... BS
Courtney R . Brewer......................... ..BS
Garrick R . Burnev. ...... ... .................... BS
Rosettia M. Burr............ ..... ... .. .. ....... .BS
H aley R . Cohan .............. ....... ... .... .BS
Gillian M . Coleman .............. ..... .. .. ... .BS
Teri A. Cotton ................... ........... .. ... BS
Kayla J. Crowder..................... ..... .... .BS
Briana C. C ummins .... ...... ................. BS
Jabari A. Danzy..... ............................. BS
Charlie G. David ........ ...... ...... ... ...... .. BS
H ayden C. D ay.... .. ........ ..... ..... .......... BS
Alyssa L. DeWitt ...................... ...... ... BA
Caitlyn R. Duncan .. ................ ._. ... ... .. .BS
Brittany C. Feeney............... .... ....... .. .BA
Steffany R . Fletcher.... .. ... ............. ... ... BS
Tonya M . Franson .. ... .. .. ..... ............... BA
Michelle A. Freeman .. ..... ........ ........... BS
Tyler G . Gallaher.................... ..... ... .. .BS

Kristi R. Gingerich ....... .... .. .... .. .... .. BSW
Armando C. Gould ............. ........ ...... BA
Kathryn M . Griffith ..... ..... .... .. .. .. ...... ..BS
Caitlin A. Grove ... ... .. ... ... ....... .. ..... ... .BS
Abigail L. Hall... ... ........... .. ...... ... ...... BA
Sean T. H alloran ............................ BS
Sierra M. Halverson .......................... BS
Grant S.Handy. .. ............ ........... ......... BS
Kelsey R . Hansen ........................ ....... BS
Renetta L. Harris ............ ............... BSW
Kole L. Harvey..... ...... ....................... BS
Olivia B. Heller...................... ....... ...... BS
Haley M. Hemingway........................ BS
Amanda J. Hcnderson ......... .............. BS
Tiarra . H ill. ............... ..... .............. BS
Colleen E. Horton ............................ .BS
Jeff Huelsman ................ ................... BS
Troy R . Jennings ................ ................ BS
D aniel J. Karcher............................... BS
Eliza R. Kath ..... ......... ........ ... .. ......... BA
Elizabeth C. Kim utis .. .. .... ................. BA
Zachary A. Kinnick ........................... BS
Lauren N . Klingele ........................... BS
Jaclyn N. Kunkler., ........................... .BS
Daniel J. Kypra ........ ......... ........ ........ .BS
Brent W Lallish ....................... ...... .... BS
Jason M. Langland ............ ..... ...... .... BM
Andrew S. LeBlanc. .... ...... ................ BS
Kyle R . Lincoln ........ ... ..... ........ ......... BS
Marsha K. Lindsay.................... .. ...... BA
Taylor M. Mannes ...... ....... .....•.... .... .. .J3S
Kathryn L. Manning ..... .... .. .... .... .... .. BA
Charles H . Martin ........................... BS
N ikole P. Martin ...... ..... ........ : .. ... ... ... .BS .

Clay M. Mason .................. ........... .... BA
Zachary McGeehon .. ... .. ... .... .... ... .... ..BS
Kelly J. Mclaughlin ..... ... ... .. ... ... .... ... .BA
Gineta L. McMillen, ...... .................... BS
Aram Mikaelian ................................. BS
Shannon N . Miller........... :... ... ..... .... .. BS
C hristopher N. Morris ......... .............. BS
Mackenzie V Mo rrison ................. ..... BS
Alison M. Musser....... ..................... ..BS
Tyler J. Nahlik ........................... ... .... BA
Maggie C. Nava ................................ BA
Aaron J. Newman .................. ............ BS
Anastasia L. Norville ................... ... BSW
Susannah Oertle ........................... BS, BS
Solomon O koronkwo ....................... BS
Brook E. Pampe ....... ........... ......... ..... BS
Elizabeth A. Payne .......... ..... ............ BA
Eric J. Peterson .......... .. .. .... ........ ....... BS
Paula E. Phillips ..... .... .... .. ............... .. .BS
Michael P. Plotner............ ..... ... ...... ...BS
Natalie M . Pokrop .... ...... ...... ..... ... ... .BS
Siarra C. Price ............ ...... ..... ......... ..BA
H enry C. Priester............. .... .. .. .. .... ... .BS
Nicholas J. Pyles .. .. ..... ......... ... .... ... ... BM
Stephanie M. R aabe ............ ............ ... BS
Jeffrey M. R ankin .... ..... ... ... ... .. .... ...... BS
Alexander R. Reish ... ................ .... ..... BS
Ileana D. Reyes ............. ... ..... ... ......... BS
Alexis B. Ronan ......... ... ... .... ......... .. ... BS
D arren C. Rucker.. ... .... .. .. .... ..... ...... ... BS
Alicia L. Rusteberg .... ... .. ....... ............ BS
Austin E. Sandberg ........ ...... ... ..... .. .... BS
Samantl1a J. Schaffer.... ... ... ..... .. .......... BS
Kyle D. Shaw.... .. .. ............................. BS

Allison M . Shreffier... ... .... ...... ... .. ...... BS
Nicholas R . Smart .... .. ............ .. .......... BS
Quin ten E. Smith .. .... ... ..... ......... .. ... .BS
Shana J. Springman ....... ...... ...... .. ..... .BS
H olly J. Stanfield .............. .. .... ... ... ... BA
AmandaL. Steinbecker...... ..... ........... .BS.
Jesica E. Stevenson ... .. .... ......... ......... BS
Elizabeth Storer• •··· ········ .. ···· ······ ······BS
Mattl1ew R. Taylor.... ........ ................. BS
Christopher R. Thomas ...................... BS
Phillip M. Trotter.. ...... ....................... BS
Joseph P Vollbracht .......................... BA
Madison E. Walker............................. BS
Sirnctra D. Wall... ............. ...... ...... .... BS
Ethan D. Walsh ............... .............. .... BS
Brandon J. Wecker..... ........... ........... BS
Taylor M. Wells .................... ......... .... BS
Cody D. Whitc ............ .. .... .. .... .......... BS
Kellen D. White ................ ...... ...... ... BS
D avid M . Whitsell ............................. BS
Jordan E. Wiegmann ......................... BS
Andrew K. Williams .............. :.... .. ... ... BS
D evante T. Williams .......................... BS
Valeah Williams ..... ................ ....... ..... BS
Antonio C. Winters ............................ BS
Dustin A. Wolf... ........................ ... ..... BS
Jacob H. Wood ............ ........ ...... ........ BS
Christin K. Wright ................... .......... BS
Etl1an W Wright .......................... BS, BS
D aniel L. Wunder......... .. ...... ... .... ... ... BS
Kyle A. Yacks .... ...... .... ....... .. .... .... .....BS
H aley M. Z irkclbach .... ...... .... .. .... ....... BS

School of Engineering
Graduate degrees
Dana B. Al Windawy.... .... ......... .... ... .MS
Fahad H. Alhargan ....... .... .... ....... .... .MS
Likhitha Atluri ........ ... .... .... ............. .MS
JonathanM. Bargiel. ...... ........... ... .. ...MS
Suman th Reddy Bolledla .... ..... ......... .MS
John M . Ca\\_'.ley. .. ......... ..... ... .... ... ... .. MS
Shrenika Reddy Ellalwar... ..... ... ... ......MS

Clayton J. Faber... .... ... ..... ... ........ ..... MS
Gregory R . Goedelman ..... ...... .. ..... ..MS
Vikram Kumar Reddy Golamari .... .. .MS
Suryanarayana Chowdary Gunnam .. .MS
Lokesh Gutha ........ ... ... ... ... ... ... .... .... MS
Daniel L. Halleran ... ... .. .. ... ..... .. .... ...MS
Thrivikram J eetham ........ ..... .... .. .. ... .. MS

Ehsan Montazeri ..... .... .............. ..... .MS
Niharika N yalakonda .. .... ....... .. ... .....MS
Sri Harsha Pasupuleti .... ... .. .. ....... .... .MS
Harish Kumar Payila .... ... ... ... .......... .MS
Jaya Sai Krishna Ravi .. .. ... ... .. ..... .... ..MS
Talal Y Rehan .. .. .. ........... .... .. ....... ... MS
Fredrick Solomon .......... ............. ... ...MS

M ohan Vamsi Surapaneni .. ... .. ..........MS
Siyuan Xing ............... ........ ... ... ......... MS
Srivinya Yadavalli ................ ... .. ... ...... MS
NFN Zaheeruddin Ali Khan .... .. ........ MS

Ur:,dergraduate degrees
Hasan Aras .. ... .. .. ... ............................ BS Grant S. Feldt ... .. ..... .. ... .... ... .... ... ...... BS Chases. Hollingsead ..... ... ... ........ .. ... ..BS
Stuarrt J. Bailey.......... .... .... .. ........ ... BS Pelin Su Firat ....... ... .... ... .... .. .. .... ...... ..BS Robert M . James ........ ...... .. .. ... ... .... ...BS
Nicholas J. Caban .. ...... .... ........... ....... BS. Christofer G . Gw illin1 .... ...... .. ......... ... BS Oscar F. Jones-Beach .. ... ... ...... .... ...... ..BS
Garrett Conklin ......... .... ... .'................ BS Samuel Hanna .. .... ..... .. ...... ;.... .. .... .... .BS Metehan Mete ........ .......... .. ..... .. .. ... ... BS
Colleen F. Counts ..... ...... .......... ... ...... BS Justin H . Hays ................ ............ ..... .BS Travis J. Opel... ....... ... ........... ..... ....... BS
Drew W Dunham ........ ...... ... .... ... ...... BS David M. Rieger.............. ..... ..... ... ... .BS _ Heath J. Ridder................. .... ... ....... .BS

Victoria L. Shadwick .... .... .... ...... ... .. ..BS
Steven A. Slaby.. ......... ... ..... ....... ....... BS
YigitH. Yilmaz .... .... .. ........................ BS

School of Business
'

,

Graduate degrees
Busra Agcayazi ................................ MS
David J. Boley. ............................... MBA
Tyler L. Bruner................................ MS
Cory A. Cunningham ..................... MBA
Patricia R. Elizaga .......................... MBA
Jeffrey P. Enge ............................... MBA
Katelin M. Feldmann ...................... MSA
Justin D. Goode ............................. MSA

Hawo D. Guyo ................................ MS
Roger M. Hausmann ...................... MBA
Agnes A. Hayibor............................ MS
Aaron J. Hecker................................ MS
Lisa E. Howell ................................ MSA
Drew R. Johnson ............................ MSA
RobinD. Karpan ............................MSA
Deepti A. Kharpas ............................. MS

Torey C. Leasher.............................. MS Ryan J. Quick ................................ MBA
Jeffrey H. Luehmann ...................... MBA . Alesha K. Salter.............................. MSA
Mansha Monga ................................ MS Jessica L. Winkler............................ MSA
Alexander G. Nall .......................... MBA MikelR. Wismer............................. MBA
Luke R. Padesky.......................... ... MSA DouglasD. Wood .......... ~................MBA
Ketan B. Patel... ............................. MBA
EricJ. Polka ...................................... MS
Ryan W. Prudence .......................... MBA

Undergraduate degrees
Jack Anderson ................................... BS
Frances R. Ansell .............................. BS
JericcaJ. Atwood ...................... ....... BSA
James W. Ayers ................................. BS
Danielle A. Bahmani .......................... BS
Jonathan L. Bettis ............................ BSA
Derrick Blacketter............................ BSA
Clayton J. Bone ................................ BS
Breanna M. Boyer.............................. BS
Taylor W. Cain .............................. BSA
Anthony Calderon .......................... BSA
Moises J. Carro.................................. BS
Kristin M. Cline ................................. BS
Juan Cuellar.................................... BSA
Christian J. Curtis .............................. BS
Grant C. Denby. ....................... ........ BS
Dalton P. Ervin ................................. BS

Shane A. Faith .................................. BS
Jacob R. Fillingim .............................. BS
Lucas B. Frerichs .............................. BS
Caleb 0. Frey.................................... BS
Jacob H. Fuchs ................................... BS
Kaitlin S. Gates .................................. BS
Jonathan R. Hackmann ...................... BS
Ethan W. Hartman .............................. BS
JordanL. Haskenherm ........................ BS
KevinD. Haynes .............................. BSA
Abigail C. Hickerson .......................... BS
Austin J. Hirsch .............................. BSA
Connor W. Holliday. .......................... BS
Caleb S. Jones ................................... BS
Kameron K. Jones ... ....................... .... BS
Omer Kljako...................................... BS
Connor J. Kowalski ............................ BS

Nico Kuehn ....................................... BS
MichelleM. Kurwicki ......................... BS
Parker $. Lawrence ............................ BS
Kyle C. Martin ............................... BSA
Colin P. McCarty. .......................... .... BS
Lauren A. Miles ................................ BS
Kevin J. Milkert ................................. BS
Drake A. Mortimer............................ BS
Maya A. Murry. ................................ BS
Dylan W Nichols .............................. BS
Jacob W. O'Brien .............................. BS
Jazmin Olivares ................................. BS
Austin S. Randolph ........................... BS
Alyssa Reinhardt .............................. BS
Grant L. Rexilius .............................. BS
Matthew B. Roehrig ................. .......... BS
Annah Sandborg ............................ .. BS

Brian Schepplcr. ............ ................. ... BS
Gregory L. Scott .............................. BS
Myles E. Stevens .............................. BS
Parrinisha Stewart .............................. BS
Allison E. Tadlock ............................ BSA
Mikayla E. Tarro .............................. BS
Justice A. Tillman .............................. BS
Max W Turner................................. BS
Jordan D. Varner............................... BS
Erik Verduin .................................... ..BS
Max T. Von Fahnestock ....................... BS
MichaelB. Walden .............................. BS
Angela D. White .............................. BS
Matthew B. Wiley. ............................. BS
Michael P. Yeck .................................. BS

School of Heal_th, Education, Human Behavior
Chantelle M. Grey. ...................... MSED
Jazmin C. Hill ................................. MS
Kyle D. King .............................. MSED
Jennifer E. Koehne ...................... MSED
Steven M. Lawton ....................... MSED
Lisa R. Leonard ............................ EDS
Ellen D. Lueking ........................ MSED
Amanda M. Meyer.......................... MA
Tarsha A. Moore .......................... MSED
Kinjal Panchal. ........................ ......... MS
Manasvini Pathak............................. MS

John R. Ritcheson ..........................MA
Kristen M. Saenz........................ MSED
Jamie E. Scheumann ........................MS
George M. Schmalz .......................... MS
Craig M. Skinner......................... MSED
Brandan M. Snyder.......................... MS
Allen E. Spargur.. ........................ MSED
Cindy V Stevenson ......................... EDS
Shannon K. Sullivan .........................MS
Andrew L. Tanner............................ MS
Jessica L. Tatum .......................... MSED

J

Anthony J. Thomas .......................... MS
Hannah E. Vallandingham ................. MS
Joseph R. Vanzo .......................... MSED
Raven M. Warford ............................ MS
Christine E. Weller..........................MA
Daniel J. Wilson ........ .. ................... MA
Seth J. Wilson ................................. MS
Windy L. Winfield ........................... EDS

Undergraduate degrees
LaJenora J. Amos .............................. BS
Michael R. Bellina ............................. BS
MaryC. Benhoff. ....... .... ..... .. ............. BS
Bert A. Bennett ................................. BS
RebeccaL. Bledsoe ............................ BS
Glen C. Bolton ................................. BS
Rylie K. Bourne ................................ BS
Destiny R. Brooks ............................. BS
Julie A. Bullion ................................. BS
Carly E. Caldwell .............................. BS
Kimberly A. Clevenger....................... BS
Jonathan J. Colyer............................. BS
Jeremiah J. Cooper............................ BS
Brock R. Crutchfield ......................... BS
Paige Du.Bose .................................... BS
Whitney Dunn .............................. .... BS
Derica I. Frazier................................. BS

Malia D. Gamble ............................... BS
Corinne E. Goodall ........................... BS
Courtney L. Gross ............................. BS
Sean T. Halloran ............................... BS
Molly C. Hanson .............................. BS
Nakia J. Hardrick .............................. BS
Jonathan P. Himmelberg ................... BS
Brianna M. Holtz ............................ BS
Sierra 0. Horst .................................. BS
Brittany S. Jones ................................ BS
Zachary David 0. Kadiri ..................... BS
Erin M. Kelley. ................................... BS
Conradette N. King ......................... BS
Amber L. Klauber............................. BS
Laura E. Knezik ................................ BS
Allison M. Krausz ...... .. ...................... BS
Ryan J. Lord ...................................... BS

Clayton R. Mace ............................... BS
Brittany L. Malley. ............................. BS
Nikole P. Martin .............................. BS
Shelby A. McCormick ........................ BS
Jade E. McFarland ............................ BS
Johnny McGee .......... ........................ BS
Alrnetta M. Mosby ............................ BS
Kianna R. Naylor............................. BS
Colton W Nixon .............................. BS
Akintoye Omokaiye ........................... BS
Cy H. Perfetti .................................... BS
Fallon L. Poettker............................. BS
Benjamin P. Purslcy ........................ BS
Erica N. Radford ............................. BS
Gabrielle D. Randall ......................... BS
Jakala L. R;,eese .................................. BS
Cameron M. Reynolds-Ymmgman ...... BS

School of Nursing
Graduate degree
Kathryn M. Workheiser.................. DNP

Courtney L. Schaefer......................... BS
Don dray Shelton ........................... .... BS
Kathleen M. Srriock ......................... BS
Ernest R. Stennis .............................. BS
Shawn B. Stringfellow....................... BS
Winter A. Surbeck ............................ BS
Ashley A. Taylor........ .............. .......... BS
Shanice R. Taylor............................... BS
Karah L. Trinkle ................................ BS
Danyel A. Wardlow......................... BS
Dirk W Washburn ............................. BS
Alayna . Waterson ........................... BS
Megan E. Weston ............................. BS
John D. Willian1s .............................. BS
Sarah M. Williams ............................. BS
Keioni N. Wimes ............................. BA
Joncshia T. Yates ............................... BA

School of
Pharmacy

Undergraduate degrees
Jane M. Anders ................................. BS
Coreen Bell ................................. ...... BS
Jolyn Biesk ........................................ BS
Allegra K. Bundy. .............................. BS
Jacob P. Bunte ................................. BS
Haili E. Denning.............................. BS
Kaile J. Eggerneyer............................ BS
Christina R. Pecht.. .......................... BS
Brandon R. Felker............................ BS
Alycia E. Foelker............................ BS
Kristi L. Grauman ............................ BS
Stacie Gum ....................................... BS
Christina Guy. ................................... BS

Christina L. Hebblethwaite ................ BS
Mallory B. Helfrich ............................ BS
Kelsey Herrin .................................... BS
Amy N. Kief..................................... BS
Jennifer L. Kleckner........................... BS
Gina Knox .......... ... ... ..... .... ..... ........... BS
Katie J. Ledbetter............................... BS
Korey A. Lee ..................... :............... BS
Elizabeth R. Lehde ............................ BS
Kelly L. Lesan ................................... BS
Emily J. Lukens ................................. BS
Brittney M. McGee ........................... BS
Douglas R. McKain .......................... BS

Alfred 0. Odemerho .......................... BS
Melanie Poland .................................. BS
Britaney T. Ragusa ............................ BS
Kimberly E. Range .. ... ....................... B$
Kelly J. Rapoff................................... BS
Amy S. Seaton ................................... BS
Cherode D. Sowers ............................ BS
Geri L. Strohmeyer.. .......................... BS
Keila Terrell ...................................... BS
Danielle M. Trame ............................ BS
Melody L. Vasguez ............................ BS
Kristy Wiggins .................................. BS

• i.;-\

-

Graduate degrees
Lainie J. Barron ................................ MA
Lesa V Boykin ................................. MS
Brian H. Brink ............................... EDS
Anthony Buensuceso ........................ MS
Paul A. Cloud .......................... .. MSED
Treigh M. Crouch ............................. MS
John H. Dozier............................. EDS
Kevin J. Eck .................................... MS
Frank H. Fisher.......................... MSED
Kristina K. Frank ........................ MSED
Kathryn A. Gattuso.......................... MS

-...,

,,\..,...1o·~~J
,. , ·, i

Donovan J. Fischer.................. PHRMD
Kim Grafford .......................... PHRMD
George R. Matteson ................. PHRMD
Luan Nguyen .......................... PHRMD

contact the editor:
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Smash Bros. tournament brings
super competiton to campus
KIAH EARL
Alestle Reporter

Over the weekend, the eSports association hosted a "Super
Smash Bros." tournament in the
conference center on the upper
level of the Morris University
Center. The tournament attracted
participants from all over, including some competitors who traveled from the upper Midwest to
participate in the event.
The first game in the "Super
Smash Bros." franchise was released on the Nintendo 64 on Jan.
21, 1999. The game allows players to pick from a roster of Nintendo's most recognizable characters and pit them against each
other in a fight on stages based
on classic locations from Nintendo franchises. The game became
enough of a hit that Nintendo
has subsequently released a new
version for each console they've
released since then.
According to senior event organizer Daniel Scheule, a computer management and information
systems major from St. Joseph,
the event typically sees over 100
people competing in both the
actual pool tournament, as well
as friendly matches in between
finale rounds. This year, according to Scheule, the tournament
saw a higher turnout than past
years and at one point, organizers
were worried that the rental space
would become too small to house
the unexpected crowd.
"Last time the attendance
wasn't as good, so we had a lot
of extra space to move around in
between games and socialize. This
time around, I was thinking about
how much better that area would
have been, especially with the
infllL\'. in turn out," Sophomore
computer science major Nicholas
Rawls, of Chicago said.
Rawls said the last Smash
Bros. tournament took place in
the Meridian Ballroom, which

SIUE eSports Association's Su per Smash Bros tournament brought players of all skill levels to campus Saturday, Sept. 10.

would've been convenient this
time around due to the lack of
space in the conference center.
"There were definitely well
over the amount of people from
the last tournament in attendance
at this tournament throughout
the course of the entire day," Rawls said. '½t one point, I was playing a match and turned around to
an entire crowd behind me that
had gathered up to watch. It was
nerve wracking, but so much fun
at the san1e time."
Rawls participated in the
tournament and even walked out
with a portion of the winning
pool.
Schuele said this installment

is the second tournament of a series of Smash Bros. tournaments
being hosted by the eSports organization on campus. Three
games were set up during the
tournament on Saturday: "Project M", "Smash 4", and "Melee",
which are all versions of the "Super Smash Bros." game. All three
were played through a pool selection and eventually transformed
into a bracket elimination competition with winners receiving different portions of the pool.
Senior mechanical engineering major Joseph Huelskamp,
of Belleville, said that getting
involved with the eSports association has been a great way

Alumnus Allen Wade recorded all gameplay to be posted online as a favor to SIUE eSports.

I.Lashai Spencer / Alestle

for him to balance his social life
with his academics. While most
people generalize gamer clubs as
being for only one type of player, Huelskamp said he appreciates
the differences and the similarities
between the members of the organization.
"Its great to be able to see
other people's passions and be
able to feed off that," Huelskamp
said. "Overall, it's jus~ super neat
to be involved on campus. I've
met some of my best friends in
this organization."
Schuele said he encourages
students outside of the organization to be open minded when
looking to join new organiza-

I Lashai Spencer / Alestle

tions, especially organizations like
eSports.
"Joining the eSports Association has allowed me to associate myself with people who are
all trying to actively get better
at a competitive game," Schuele
said. "Having that support group
throughout my college career has
been extremely helpful both in the
classroom and out."
For more information on upcoming eSports events, visit the
organization's Facebook page.
Contact KIAH EARL
Call 650-3527
Tweet @kearl_alestle
Email kearl@alestlelive.com

In the span of an hour, Andrew Wallace of Columbia, Mo. (left), beat eight
opponents in Super Smash Brothers Melee, but had his winning streak
broken by Blake Curry, of Springfield.
I Lashai Spencer / Alestle
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Professor curates art show,
'Level-up: the art of geek culture~·

Recent SIUE graduates Conor Chaar and Mariah Pardll, both of Edwardsville, view works from one of the ten artists
featured in Friday night's show.
I Grace Tierney/ Alestle

Senior art students Chloe Rudloff,
of Waterloo, and Shelby Fleming,
of Collinsville, discuss art at the
Edwardsville Art Center, Friday,
Sept. 9.
I Grace Tierney/ Alestle
Artists Joe Page and Justin Henry Miller discuss the show with graduate art
therapy student Kaitlyn Elliot, of Toledo, Ohio. Page is a ceramics professor
at SIUE, and Miller is represented by Zg Gallery in Chicago.
I Grace Tierney / Alestle

Elizabeth Link, interim director of
the Edwardsville Arts Center and
SIUE alumna, welcomes attendees
to the opening of Level-Up: The Art
of Geek Culture.
I Grace Tierney / Alestle

Senior art majors Benjamin Carey and Sam Heuermann, both of
Peoria, look at a large-scale painting by artist Thom Whalen.
I Grace Tierney / Alestle

FOLLOW US
ON TWITTERI

Exhibition curator Jason Bly is a drawing and painting professor at SIUE.
Bly said he was inspired to curate this show by his lifetime passion for video
games and geek culture.
I Grace Tierney / Alestle

Junior art major Derick Hamilton, of Mt. Vernon, gives the artwork a
squeeze.
I Grace Tierney I Alestle

Arts & Issues and SIUE Xfest present

Chicago Dance Crash
Evil& Good

@THEALESTLE

Friday, S ept. 16 , 2016 , 7:30 p.m .
Dunham Hall Theater

Sponsored by Commerce Bank
Chicago Dance Crash (CDC) presents its newest production 'Evil

& Good." Inspired by CDC's street dance aesthetic, 'Evil & Good"
utilizes the company's signature blend of concert dance and hip- •
hop. This explosive full-length co nceptual piece is ins pired by the
world 's co nsta nt strug gle between its ange ls and demons.

Check out the other Xfest performances at siuexfes~com .

Free tickets for SIUE stodent.s
Affairs! Visit the MUC\Neleori

~ ,,
COLLEGE OF AJI.TS Ir SCIENCES

.

contact the editor:
sports@a lestlel ive.com
650-3527
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Volleyball -wins Colutnbia Classic on the road in NYC
CONNOR McMAHON
Alestle Reporter

SIUE volleyball won the Columbia Classic Saturday defeating
Manhattan College, of Riverdale,
N.Y, three sets to zero in the final
match of the tournament.
Head coach Leah Johnson
said she was pleased with the way
the team played and was very excited they were able to win the
whole tournament.
"It was an awesome tournament for us," Johnson said. "We
performed at a high level and took
care of business when we needed
to. It was a great weekend."
The win was the third victory of the weekend and the fourth
straight of the season for the Cougars. Their undefeated weekend
improves their record to 5-3.
Johnson said this tournament
win was the first in school history
since the program moved to Division I.
"[The first tournament win]
was really special," Johnson said.
"To win our first ever preseason
tournament was a very special experience."
SIUE had standout performances from three players senior setter Mallory Mangun,
junior outside hitter Emily Harrison and junior middle blocker
Taylor Joens.
Mangun, Harrison and Joens were named to the Columbia
Classic All-Tournament Team due
to their outstanding play.
"It was exciting [to be named
to the All-Tournament Team],"
Harrison said. ''It validates all the
hard work I put in as a freshman
and sophomore. I also give a lot
of credit to my [freshman] setter
[Samantha] Knight, she put me in
good situations."

Joens was named the Most
Valuable Player of the tournament
after collecting a team-leading 13
kills against Manhattan. Joens finished with 42 kills on the weekend.
''It was an honor to be named
MVP," Joens said. "But it definitely took a collaborative team effort
to get there."
Harrison finished with 34
kills and a team best .448 hitting
percentage for the weekend. Mangun averaged 7.45 assists and
3.09 digs per set as the team's
starting setter.
SIUE hit .296 as a team and
averaged 16.36 kills per set along
with 2.09 blocks per set over the
three games.
In Saturday's final match, the
Cougars finished with 50 kills and
a .314 hitting percentage against
the Jaspers. They also managed
get to 15 players playing. time
during the match.
SIUE opened the tournament with a 3-1 win over Columbia before dispatching of Bryant
University in four sets.
The Cougars finished the
match against Bryant with three
players reaching double figures in
kills. Joens led the team with 16
while Harrison and junior outside
hitter Ashley Witt finished with
15 and 14 respectively. The team
hitting percentage was a season
best at .319.
The Cougar defense contributed to the victory by collecting
80 digs in the match against Bryant with four players - Mangun,
junior libero Katie Shashack,
freshman libero Emma Leahy and
Knight in double figures.
Knight's serving set the pace
early. The Cougars went on a
10-0 run early in the opening set
against Columbia, thanks to the

Freshman offensive hitter Dylynn Otte, of Grand Rapids, Mich., and junior middle blocker Taylor Joens, of DeMoines,
Iowa, strike a ball toward Evansville in a match Saturday, Sept. 3, at the Vadalabene Center.
I Alestle File Photo

service of Knight.
Columbia recovered in the
second set by hitting .297 to even
up the match, but the Cougars offense was too much to overcome
throughout the next two sets.
Harrison and Joens said the
team had a great weekend off the
court as well. They visited the

sites in New York City - caught
a Broadway play, spent time in
Central Park, road the subways
and took time to visit the National September 11 Memorial and
Museum during the weekend of
the tragedy's 15th anniversary.
"We took the subway everywhere," Harrison said. "We

went to go see 'Cats' and looked
around Times Square. It was a lot
of fun because most of our team
had never done anything like that
before."
The Cougars head to Chicago
next weekend for the UIC Invitational. SIUE faces UMass-Lowell, UIC and Bowling Green.

Women's soccer falls in road matchup against SLU
CONNOR McMAHON
Alestle Reporter
SIUE women's soccer fell behind 4-0 before half time, which
allowed Saint Louis University to
coast to a 4-1 home victory over
the Cougars on Sept. 11. · The
loss brings the Cougars' record
to 2-4-1 overall and marks their
fourth loss away from home.
"I'm not very pleased with
the way that we started the
game," Head Coach Derek Burton said. "It is about performing
and we didn't do that to start the
game."
Sophomore forward Lindsay
Sands started the scoring output
for the Billikens in the second
minute of play. Eleven minutes
later, sophomore forward Maddie Pokorny made it 2-0 SLU in
the 13th minute before freshman
. forward Alyssa Seitzer added on
to the tally in the 18th minute
to extend the advantage to three
goals. Senior forward Danielle
Tolmais chipped in another score
at the 33rd minute mark to make
it 4-0 heading into half.
The Billikens outshot SIUE
10-0 in the first half, and finished
the-game with an 18-7 advantage
in shots.
Burton said he believed the
team played the way they should

in the second half. The difference
was noticeable on the scoreboard
as SIUE tallied a goal and shut
out SLU in the later period .
"The second half was night
and day," Burton said. "It was
much better. Commitment and
effort were there that wasn't
there in the first half."
SIUE managed to get on the
board in the 74th minute when
senior midfielder Alexandra
Johnson played a through-ball to
freshman defender Alexis Royal
in the middle of the box, where
Royal beat SLU junior goalkeeper Mary Niehaus to spoil her
clean sheet.
Burton said though he was
pleased with the effort in the
second half, but a personal victory does not count in the record
books.
"Hopefully [the second half]
allowed them to see what they
are capable of and will help them
play like that in the first half,"
Burton said. "I'm not pleased
that we had to take a moral victory that we won the second half
· ·because in the end that won't win
us anything in conference."
SIUE junior goalkeeper Juli
Ressi had two saves in the first
half before freshq1an midfield- ,
er-turned-goalkeeper
Peyton
Roehnelt finished out the game

in goal, making three saves.
This slow start has become a
bit of a pattern over the last two
games for women's soccer. The
team was held scoreless and allowed three goals in the first half
against Iowa before putting a ball
into the net and stepping up their
defensive effort in the second.
•"H opefully this is the last example that we need to give ourselves," Burton said. "We can't
afford to start slow like this if we
want to be in the win column at
the end of the game."
Burton said that he and his
staff are working to turn the
team's second half effort into an
effort that is delivered from the
first whistle to the last.
''At halftime it wasn't a pleasant locker room and maybe that
snapped them into reality," Burton said. "Hopefully they realize
what needs to be done and we'll
find out at the start of the next
game on Friday."
SIUE concludes a threegame road trip with their game
against Missouri State at 7 p.m.,
Friday, Sept. 16.

Contact CO NNOR McMAHON
Call 650-3527
Tweet @cmcmahonalestle
Email cmcmahon@alestlelive .com

Sophomore, Lindsey Fe ncel, of Bethalto, kee ps t he ball away from an EKU
player at the last SIUE home match for t he 2015-2016 season.
I Alestle File Photo
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Men's soccer scores first·win of season over CSU
CONNOR McMAHON

Alestle Reporter
Despite lightning delays and
a power outage, men's soccer
emerged with their first victory of
the season over California State
University, Northridge by a score
of 1-0 to bring their record to
1-1-2 and remain w1defeated at
home.
The first weather delay due to lightning - came before
the game even started and pushed
kickoff back an hour. Just 20 minutes later, another Lightning strike
delayed the game 30 minutes and
then, just for good measure, the
power went out one minute before the end of halftime.
Unexpected delays like these
could easily throw off a team's
focus, but all it did was delay a
Cougar victory.
"These situations will pop
up," Head Coach Mario Sanchez said. "We just have to learn
to deal with [them]. We actually
thought it was funny and had a
bit of a chuckle about it."
The first and only goal came
early after a CSUN foul in the box
resulted in a penalty kick, which
senior defender Austin Ledbetter
put away. The goal was the second of the season for Ledbetter
and SIUE and both have come
off of penalty kicks.
"The guys trust me to take
the [penalty kick] and I'm thankful for that," Ledbetter said. "It
feels really good to deliver."
Sanchez said he was really
proud of the way the team came
out and played hard to get their
first Yictory of the year.
"I couldn't be more proud
of them," Sanchez said. "We've
played some good games and everyone wants that first win. It's
been a long time coming but well
deserved."
Senior forward Jason Hackett said he was very pleased with
the way the team responded after
their tough loss at Butler a little
over a week ago.
"We had a tough loss against
Butler, but I think we really set
a new standard for ourselves,"
Hackett said. "It was a good team
effort from start to finish and
that's what we have been searching for."
Sanchez said he was really
impressed by Ledbetter's ability
to step up and put away the penalty kick. Sanchez also said he was
impressed with junior goalkeeper
Kyle Dal Santo's play between the
posts.
"Ledbetter scoring that penalty kick was big time," Sanchez
said. '1\nd [Dal Santo] in goal,
the saves he made were fantastic."

This shutout marks the 13th
of Dal Santo's career and makes
him the solo owner of eighth
place among SIUE's all-time career shutout List.
With a foul in the first five
minutes of pla); the game remained a physical one witl1 SIUE
receiving one yellow card - junior defender Austin Polster
- and CSUN receiving two junior forward Papi Diouf and
senior midfielder Juan Fernando
Samayoa. The game finished with
a total of 34 fouls, as the referee
did not hesitate to get involved.
"The ref was inconsistent
and I didn't think many of them
were fouls," Sanchez said. "Our
guys did a good job of being aggressive but playing fair, so I was
proud of them for not backing
down."
Hackett said a referee inserting themself into the game and
calling a lot of fouls should not
change their approach.
'We just stuck to our normal
plan," Hackett said. "You have to
go into the match thinking that
the ref isn't going to be great it's college soccer - and they're
not great at any level from what
I've heard."
SIUE was outshot 13-8
during the game, but Sanchez
said the statistics don't really matter in a match, especially when it
comes to the number of shots.
"I never look at stats because, in the game of soccer, a
shot could be 30 yards wide and
it still counts," Sanchez said. ''.As
I recall, our shots were more on
target, and they had some that
weren't even close. The defense
played great to get the shutout."
There were a couple of moments during the match that SIUE's lead, and the shutout, came
into question due to CSUN's offensive pressure.
With 11 minutes left before
half, an SIUE defender headed a
cross in his own box that glanced
off of his head before hitting the
post and bouncing back to a waiting Northridge player who fired
off a shot that was deflected by
another defender before being
grabbed by Dal Santo.
At the 43rd minute mark it
looked as if the Matadors had tied
the game after a ball played into
the box was headed in, but the
player was flagged offside and the
goal did not stand.
CSUN continued their offensive pressure, garnering a number
of corner kicks to start the second
half. Four minutes into the second half, Dal Santo came off his
line to punch a promising cross
away from the SIUE goal.
After this opening on-

Freshman forward Eric Tejada, of Collinsville, strikes the ball away from a Cal State Northridge defender Friday,
Sept. 9, at Ralph Korte Stadium.
I Samantha Kitchen/ Alestle

slaught, the game took a more relaxed pace until a last ditch push
by CSUN to tie up the game in
the final ten minutes. Their pressure kept SIUE's defense on tl1eir
heals and culminated in a spectacular diving save by Dal Santo to

keep his clean sheet.
Men's soccer travels to Memphis to play tl1e University of
Memphis at 7 p.m. Wednesday,
Sept. 14. Sanchez said in interview with SIUE's Athletics that
he and the team are excited for

their upcoming matchups.
"This is the fun part of the
fall," Sanchez said. "Memphis is
a much-improved team this year.
It is just another oppommity for
us to continue to get better and
learn more about ourselves."
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CLASSIFIEDS
GIVE YOU MORE
Place you r classified ad
at a time conven ient for you
using our easy and secure
online interface at:
alestlelive.com/classifieds
Deadlines:
By r>oon Monday
for , ,1ursday issue
Having trouble?
Call 618-650-3528
or e-mail
classifieds@alestlelive.com

•

Alestle Office Hours:
MUC 2022
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday

HELP WANTED
Help with transportation of
petite lady to and from doctors
appointments. Preferably female.
Please call

•

(618) 377-1714.

Health Education.Tutor Needed
Looking for tutor for health
education classes (Health Ed
111 & 455) . $15 per hour, at
least 5 hours per week :
Call (618) 610-3097
or (618) 799-8415 .
Email
ryn _warden @yahoo .com .

FOR RENT
$720 - 15 o\/linutes to

SIUE and St. Louis
SMOKE FREE
2 BR 1.5 BA Townhomes $720 mo.
includes water, sewer and trash
service. Washer/Dryer in unit.
Quiet, clean, well maintained. No
pets. No smoking on the property.
On-site owner.
(618) 931-4700

email :
fairwayestates @charter.net
www.fairway-estates.net
Email
fai rwayestates @charter.net

By Jennifer Shepherd, The Lipstick Mystic
Monday, Sept. 12 - Sunday, Sept. 18, 2016
Aries: March 21 - April 19

Cancer: June 22 - July 22

Mars is making you impulsive. The full moon is drawing some
If you've developed a crush energetic toxins out of you.
on someone, you'll finally It's best to just be open about
decide to ask that person out. what you 're feeling . If you
If you've been thinking about don't feel like dumping your
looking for a new job, you'll stuff on a loved one, consider
with
a therapist,
submit some resumes to few talking
spiritual counselor or psychic
places. Go for it.
guide.

Libra: Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

Capricorn: Dec. 22 - Jan.19

A flirtation is heating up with Don 't be afraid to ask for help
the help of Venus . Maybe if you need it . You could f ind
you 've met somebody recently you rself dealing with t ime,
who has piqued your curiosity. energy or money constra ints,
Or maybe your friends will and someone around you
introduce you to someone who could offer a solution . The
is cute and funny. Be open to moon says don't have so
exploring further contact with much proud that you neglect
this person .
assistance.

Taurus: April 20 - May 20

Leo: July 23 - Aug. 22

Scorpio: Oct. 24 - Nov. 2

Aquarius: Jan. 20 - Feb. 18

The sun is helping you get into
a good groove. Even if certain
things aren't yet perfect in
your life, you'll have a positive
attitude. You'll broadcast nice
energy, and others around you
will respond to your vibes in a
pleasant way.

You could discover something
shocking about a friend, lover
or family member. Maybe this
person has been hiding some
aspect of their lifestyle or
hasn't felt comfortable making
an important announcement.
The moon says be supportive.

A psychic moon is increasing
your intuitive powers. Pay
attention if you receive a
strong
impression
about
someone,
because
your
nervous system is trying to
send you a message. And if
you have a wild dream, write
it down and figure out those
subconscious messages.

You could be attracted to
several people at once as
Venus kicks up the flirtations
vibes. Maybe you'll chat with
a stranger and find you reallf.
hit it off with a nice guy or gir.
Or perhaps you'll realize you'd
really like to date somebody
from your past again.

Gemini: May 21 - June 21

Virgo: Aug. 23 - Sept. 22

Sagittarius: Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

Pisces: Feb. 19 - March 20

Mercury retrograde is urging
you to be kind. Don't put your
partner under a lot of pressure,
because it will only create
more tension. And if you're
dealing with emotional clients
or customers, don't take their
stress personally. Remain calm
and centered.

Don't rush into a decision, even
if others are applying pressure.
You need to step back and
take some time before making
or doing anything. Mercury
reminds you it's a bad time to
rush or be overly reactionary in
response to events.

Mars is urging you to make
a move. If you're falling for
someone, let him or her know
that you're interested . If you
have an idea about how to
improve something at work,
schedule a meeting with
your supervisor or team of
collaborators.

Don't allow family or friends to
pressure you into a decision.
Your loved ones care about
you and want what is best for,
but, ultimately, it's your life to
live, not theirs. Even if they
mean well, Mars says you need
to carve out your own path.

Jennifer Shepherd, the Lipstick Mystic®, is an astrologer and syndicated columnist with over 2 million readers. For mystical fun and psychic insights visit www.lipstickmystic.com.

ADVERTISE YOUR
EVENTS WIT
S!
visit to submit your events for FREE
http:/ / www.alestlelive.com/ calendar/

Check Out Our
Classifieds Online!
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Congrats·to
Dylan Stanleyl
Our #myBSSG2016
contest winner
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